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 i 

 

Tide in: now that Colon has come and gone 

We are left with history books and this time 

When driftwood is caught with a tangled seine  

In the snare of the mangrove and clogged slime. 

At Fullarton the fishing boats creak.  

No fish! The mooring ropes, taut as whips, trap  

Our feet. My friend tries to hook his carite 

But is cat-fish and cro-cro to throw back. 

As the lone fisherman, meditative   

At the end of the jetty casts his lines,  

Frigates and pelicans soar above,  

See what we don’t see, dangers, floating crimes 

Among the plastic bottled detergents, 

Polystyrene foam cups, plates; insurgence. 

         

 ii 

 

The trees that hold the early morning rain 

Drizzle on me as I pass their dark shade 

Into the pale grey light which breaks through again. 

Thunderheads, galloping fast behind, fade 

Off the Atlantic. The ground slips down 

Where the red dirt track cuts through the bamboo, 

Pass broken steps under the pavilion 

To the Botanic Gardens. An old taboo,  

An old cruelty in the history, 

Rape, that quiet dawn, rears its ugly head.  

A woman strolling in the last century 

Under a parasol of palms unheard  

Is the same woman jogging, her cries 

Stifled; the only screams, parrots’ shrill shrieks.  
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 iii 
 

The road is like old time through cocoa shade. 

Once we’ve left Sangre Grande’s slow traffic, 

Cocoa pods, lanterns, purple, yellow, fade. 

Villages crowd in with soca music, 

Till you hit Manzanilla’s churned brown surf: 

The green interior of Nariva swamp, 

Nariva River, the long Cocal’s surge, 

Radix Point and the brown Ortoire’s slow slurp.  

These are those mile posts on the heart’s journey, 

The beat of the ocean, beat of the heart. 

Pujahs prayed, garland the sea, while jhandis 

Fluttering from bamboo poles, erase the hurt.  

With these and all other prayers we’ve counted 

The murdered, those murdered, still more, murdered. 

 

 iv 

 

The Indian laburnum hangs its lanterns  

Out into the afternoon sun, a drizzle 

Falling gently through the pouis and palms; 

Dry season mixed with the coming rains. 

The smoke scented, scorched earth yields up its green. 

The serrated hills, burnt rock faces, wet wounds,  

Weep from the skies with building thunderheads, 

Cumuli safaris. Cloud caravans  

Roll out over the gulf to the islands: 

Craig, Caledonia, Rock and Lenagan 

And one, Pelican, for the pelicans  

Which soar and swoop. All in an afternoon, 

While I wait for your call to startle me 

With a voice at once familiar and new. 

  

 v 

 

I did not know then what the pilgrimage meant  

Beyond the valley and the mountain climb 

To Paramin. I wanted to hear Creche 
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Sung for Our Lady of Guadalupe  

In a church that teeters on a precipice; 

High above us the terraces growing  

The seive, onions, tomatoes, lemons, limes. 

On a stall at the church door: black coffee,  

Saltfish buljol, bake and sweetbread on sale. 

An old faith in Trinidad fills a church 

With cautro, guitar, drum and mandolin. 

The women cry out, Allez Mon Voisin. 

As a songster sings in the breezy eaves, 

A black moth struggles at the pane with light,   

 

 vi 

                            

She wrote of the autumn day she had spent  

Walking in the Chilterns with their close mates. 

For a year now he had not had a scent  

Of that word, ‘Autumn,’ wondered how it smelt. 

She spoke of the soft light, which is filtered 

Through a smokey haze while the winnowing  

Wind kept a feel of that heat, summer-warmed  

But with a hint of the cool damp evening. 

And while that was it, she continued still  

To describe the turning of the sycamores 

And chestnuts. Their names terrified him, till 

He had forgotten all of their colours, 

Consumed as he was by his own season, 

Petit Careme; pouis, immortelles even! 
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